2012 CSR ACTIVITIES

BACK TO SCHOOL DRIVE AT GSS KABUSA AND LEA PRIMARY SCHOOL AREA 1 ABUJA
2012 CSR ACTIVITIES

TIME FOR MONEY EXERCISE AT GOVERNMENT SECONDARY SCHOOL KABUSA

MAKE UP ART

Unekwu Onuche, demonstrating the rudiments of Make-up Art, on one of the students.

Pheobe Kure in the process of making over one of the Students

One of the students, boldly making step to make over his classmate.

The Student (right) shows off his handwork after his trial

ASO Facilitators of the session in a group photograph with the students

PAINTING & DRAWING

Students of GJSS making preparations for an Art session.

John Asanga in a group photograph with future artists of GJSS

John Asanga displaying other results of the Drawing session.
CAKE MAKING

Unewku Onuche, showing attentive students first steps to Cake making

Students trying their hands on creaming the cake ingredients

Unewku Onuche and students of GJSS showing off their hard work at the end of the exercise

TYE AND DYE MAKING

Zaynab Abdulrahman making preparations to take the students on Tye & Dye making

Very keen students of GJSS making designs on the fabric to be dyed.

Zaynab and students of GJSS proudly displaying the end product of their efforts